
 

How To Fix MS Office Error 1402 

The 1402 mistake will regularly show up when attempting to introduce the Microsoft Office.com/setup 

suite of projects on your PC. This mistake will show on the grounds that a specific vault key on your 

framework is either not open or ambiguous - driving the installer to be not able introduce the program 

you need.  

The 1402 office blunder will frequently happen with the accompanying message:  

Blunder 1402. Couldn't open key: key name. Framework blunder 1009.  

Confirm that you have adequate access to that key, or contact your help work force.  

This mistake is essentially brought about by the manner by which the Installer for Office works. At the 

point when you "introduce" a program on your PC, it needs to put an enormous number of records and 

settings on your framework to empower Windows to peruse the different documents that it requires. 

Shockingly, the 1402 blunder shows when your installer can't put some of these significant records on 

your framework. All the more explicitly, it shows when the installer can't put a specific "library" setting 

onto your framework.  

The 1402 is caused in light of the fact that the 'library' of your PC has a type of blunder. The library is 

fundamentally a major database which stores every one of the documents, settings and alternatives that 

Windows requires to run, and is the place your PC keeps settings, for example, your work area backdrop 

and even your latest messages. Each time you introduce a program, 100's of vault settings are being set 

into this piece of your framework, which implies that your framework needs full access to this database. 

The issue that causes the 1402 mistake is the manner by which Windows frequently either erases or 

taints the library, making it unfit to incorporate any of the documents that it needs to when introducing 

Office.  

The best approach to fix the 1402 mistake is to initially retry the establishment with an alternate client 

profile. The issue is for the most part down to the way that your PC is denying your client profile any 

entrance to the vault of your framework, driving it to show the 1402 mistake. Changing profiles on your 

machine may fix the issue. You ought to likewise hope to utilize a 'library cleaner' program to determine 

any of the issues that are inside the "vault" database of your PC. The library is what's making the 1402 

blunder appear, implying that in the event that you utilize a vault cleaner device to look over this piece 

of your framework and fix any of the issues inside, you ought to have the option to fix the mistake for 

good.If you are still facing issue regarding office, you can visit at official website office.com/setup. 
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